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The pronunciation of the vowels depends on whether a consonant they are attached to is of the first or second
series. The first one is Aksar Chrieng which use oblique letters, and most of the handwritten forms of the
Khmer language use this style. There are many alphabets in use in today's world with the most widely used
being the Latin alphabet which forms the foundation for a majority of written languages in the world.
Direction of writing: left to right in horizontal lines. In colloquial speech, both scripts were called "mul" so it
could be -- and actually was -- confusing. Dependent vowels cannot be written alone, and they have to be
accompanied by a consonant for them to convey a meaning. Share The alphabet is the standard set of symbols
used to write a language based on a set of principles that guide a particular language. These mostly represent
sounds which do not occur in native words, or for which the native letters are restricted to one of the two
vowel series. When it comes to the length, however, the alphabet that holds the record for having the largest
alphabet is the Khmer. Both variants, the Siamese one called Khmer script and the Khmer one called the round
script are both directly inherited from the Angkorian script. These various forms of alphabets are different
from each other in regards to length and the phonetic sound. In the past it has been known as the Khmer
Republic , Democratic Kapuchea , the People's Republic of Kampuchea and the State of Cambodia  Khmer
script Sample text Transliteration mnoussa teangoasa kaetamk mean seripheap ning pheap smae knea knong
setthi ning sechakdeithlaithnaur. The third page of the attached document is the scan of a photocopy from an
old textbook. The third style is Aksar Kham which uses antique characteristics of the Khmer letters and
sharper serif fonts. The second, third and fourth of these are rare, and occur only for etymological reasons in a
few Pali and Sanskrit loanwords. The Khmer alphabet has 74 letters, and it is written from the left side to the
right. Each consonant, in turn, has a unique subscript form that is written below other consonants to create
consonant clusters which are consonants that are pronounced consecutively in a word that has no vowel sound
between them. It is commonly used for writing headings in documents, banknotes, signage, books, and
banners as well highlighting important names This page was last updated on May 7,  It was not frequently
used, and when used, only for Sanskrit and Khmer words. The alphabet is a derivative of the Pallava Script
that was created in the Southern region of India during the Pallava Dynasty in the 6th century. Each Khmer
consonant has an inherent vowel which means a sound that is used with each unmarked consonant symbol. It
was still used in some later publications, but is unfortunately absent from the Buddhist Institute's Dictionnaire
cambodgien. Which Language Has the Largest Alphabet?


